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There is a well-noted overlap between mathematics and physics, and in many cases the relevant

mathematics was developed without any thought of the eventual physical application. This essay

argues that this is not a coincidental mystery, but naturally follows from 1) a self-consistency

requirement for physical models, and 2) physical intuitions that guide us in the wrong directions,

slowing the development of physical models more so than the related mathematics. A detailed

example (concerning the flow of time in physical theories) demonstrates key parts of this argument.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surveying modern physics, one sees higher math-

ematics everywhere. Rare and esoteric branches of

math have been put to use by physical models, often

long after the math was first developed. Indeed, so

many different branches of mathematics have found

effective physical applications that it raises some

deep questions. [1]

Perhaps the most interesting of these questions

generally concern the tight overlap between higher

mathematics and our successful physical theories.

All of our physics utilizes mathematics, and we can

barely find any mathematical topics that have not

been put to some physical application. [2] This close

relationship calls out for some explanation. Given

that physics and math are such different pursuits,

why is there so much convergence?

This essay will argue that there is no real mystery

here at all. Yes, physics successfully uses higher

mathematics to make predictions about the actual

workings of our universe, and the mathematics was

not necessarily developed with such applications in

mind.1 But to see this as a mysterious convergence

is to ignore a crucial fact: “Physics” is a tiny slice of

somewhat-successful models winnowed out of a vast

heap of failed and inconsistent ideas.

The next section will explain how this winnowing

process naturally selects for physical models that can

be framed in the language of mathematics. Section

III tackles the other key mystery, arguing why it’s

1 Although of course mathematicians are influenced (at least
in part) by scientific problems and progress, and many indi-
viduals have worn both physicist- and mathematician-hats.

reasonable that most mathematics will get incorpo-

rated by one physical model or another.

One crucial assumption in these arguments has to

do with physical ideas that fail in a particular man-

ner. Section IV is therefore a deep-dive into one such

example, meant to illustrate this central point (and

incidentally, also explaining the pervasive use of the

“block universe” in physical theories). Conclusions

follow.

II. THE DEDUCTION FACTOR

The apparent mystery of the physics-mathematics

connection stems, in part, from the observation that

these are quite different pursuits. But while these

differences are important (and will explain why the

math often comes first) there are also essential sim-

ilarities.

Whatever the motivation, mathematics formally

begins with axioms: a set of rules that are correct

by definition. Mathematicians take great pains to

ensure that any set of mathematical axioms is self-

consistent; following the axioms to their logical con-

clusions, one should never encounter a contradiction.

Starting with only the axioms, one can deduce var-

ious theorems, extending the domain of mathemati-

cal concepts and consequences.

One analogy (albeit imperfect) is that self-

consistent axioms are like cave entrances, and the de-

ductive process is an exploration of the caves. This

exploration reveals which statements are supported

by the axioms (the caves) and which ones are not

(the solid rock). There are other important aspects

of mathematics – building higher-level concepts that

can be explored in their own right – but for our
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purposes this is just like finding a new set of caves,

deeper in.

Obviously, fundamental physics is different. Our

deepest physical theories aren’t treated as axioms,

but are instead hypothesized to explain observa-

tions. Coming up with fundamental physical laws is

therefore an inductive process. Furthermore, physi-

cal theories have to contend with experimental ob-

servations that may shed doubt on entire lines of

established work. Mathematicians do not have such

concerns.

But focusing on these differences between physics

and math obscures an important similarity: physics

uses the deductive process, too. Once the hypothe-

ses are generated, physicists use deduction to de-

termine the predicted consequences. (These conse-

quences are then compared to experimental obser-

vations.) This part of physics is just like math; the

hypotheses are entrances to caves, and physicists ex-

plore the space of consequences just like mathemati-

cians. Sure, physicists are often chased out of caves

by the monsters of experimental falsification, but the

deductive exploration is still essentially the same.

It is this crucial similarity that explains why

physicists use mathematics. There’s no point in pur-

suing hypotheses that are internally inconsistent; if

a hypothesis leads to self-contradictory implications,

it’s ruled out before the first experimental test. The

only caves that physicists find worth entering are the

structurally-sound ones that have been mapped out

by the mathematicians. Translating physical theo-

ries onto some coherent mathematical structure is

therefore a necessary consistency check.

If you can’t translate a physical theory into known

mathematics, it’s either fatally inconsistent or a

harbinger of a new mathematical field. But the lat-

ter is very unlikely. Part of the reason that mathe-

maticians have (often) mapped out the entrances to

new caves before physicists arrive is that they can

be more fearless. No monsters of experimental falsi-

fication lie in wait, and there’s no assumption that

there’s one “correct” cave to be exploring.

It’s important to note that the above argument

concerns mathematical consistency, not conceptual

consistency. Blurring inconsistent concepts together

has arguably been the source of several fruitful ad-

vances, but that’s different from working with con-

cepts that can’t even be expressed via mathemat-

ics in the first place. Physics without mathematics

would be a surefire route to failure.

III. INTUITION VS. OBJECTIVITY

Using mathematics as a consistency check may

sound reasonable, but why does physics successfully

use such strange and esoteric mathematics as differ-

ential geometry and Clifford algebras? Just because

a given field of mathematics is consistent doesn’t

mean it should actually be useful. These connec-

tions might be thought to imply that abstract math

is somehow hitting upon secrets of the universe long

before the physicists even realize it.

But a more likely explanation is that math is just

less biased than physics, more willing to explore new

ideas. In both fields, the cave entrances still need to

be invented by people: mathematical axioms and

physical hypotheses have to be dreamed up in the

first place. And it’s perfectly reasonable that the

most intuitive axioms/hypotheses are going to be

dreamed up more often, with less intuitive ideas be-

ing much rarer.

Furthermore, it should be evident that we have a

lot more innate intuitions about physics than we do

about math. (Not that we have more correct intu-

itions; just more intuitions in general.) Every day

an average person experiences a vast array of physi-

cal phenomena, but only very minimal mathematics.

Evolution has taken these physical experiences and

found that some ways of parsing our physical world

are more useful than others – effectively giving us

innate, instinctual biases about how physical things

“work”.

These intuitions are therefore a stronger influence

on physicists than on mathematicians. The hypothe-

ses that a given physicist finds worth pursuing are at

least partially constrained by the intuitions of that

individual. But with less hardwired intuitions about

anything beyond, say, fractions and integers, math-

ematicians come at their field with less evolutionary

baggage.
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Of course, professional physicists and mathemati-

cians have gained non-instinctive intuitions, in the

course of mapping out known caves and seeing what

others have discovered. But again, these intuitions

are more likely to constrain physics than math. No

one is trying to find one “correct” set of mathemati-

cal axioms; mathematicians can explore some totally

different cave entrance without claiming all the other

caves are wrong. Physicists, on the other hand, gain

intuitions about which hypotheses to avoid, and per-

haps even board up the entrances to unpromising

caves with unexplored territory remaining inside.

Unencumbered by such physical intuitions, it

seems reasonable that mathematicians are simply

better explorers of new and strange ideas. Granted,

mathematicians are more likely to go deeper into

a particular cave once the physicists see a poten-

tial application, but the cave entrances (the axioms)

are often mapped out before this happens. And

while experimental monsters play a role in forcing

physics out of comfortable caves, pushing the cre-

ation of new physics ideas, those experiments first

have to happen. That can take a long time, espe-

cially if the relevant physical scales are difficult for

us humans to access (the very phenomena for which

our intuitions have had no evolutionary guidance).

Mathematicians aren’t waiting around for any such

experimentally-imposed revolutions; they’re out ex-

ploring new cave entrances while the physicists are

settling into the old ones.

Figure 1 shows a rough cartoon of how these bi-

ases might impact the space of ideas about our phys-

ical universe. The vertical axis separates ideas that

can be mapped onto some set of mathematically-

consistent axioms (at the bottom), from ideas that

can’t.2 The horizontal axis separates idea-space on

a gradient of how “intuitive” the idea might seem;

almost by definition, we have come up with more

intuitive ideas than counter-intuitive ones.

2 There’s always the possibility that some new mathematical
system will be developed that will push the orange separa-
tion line upwards, but as argued here, it’s more likely this
will have already happened before the relevant physical idea
comes along.
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FIG. 1: A cartoon of idea-space about the physical
world, separated into domains of mathematical
consistency (vertical) and intuitive plausibility
(horizontal).

There are two key debatable features of this car-

toon. First, it indicates that many of the perfectly-

intuitive ideas people have had about physics are un-

scientifically “fuzzy”, in that they do not map onto a

consistent mathematical framework. Second, it indi-

cates that the “Promising Frontier” (the space where

new successful ideas are more likely to be produced)

lies on the non-intuitive side of idea-space. Setting

the first issue aside until Section IV, an objection

to this second feature could be raised if there are

objectively many more intuitive ideas than counter-

intuitive ideas. This might then move the Frontier

back towards the (perhaps much larger) space of un-

explored intuitive ideas.

Such an objection might be reasonable for some

physical sciences, but to judge by the past century,

it does not seem reasonable for fundamental physics

itself. Recent progress in our deepest understanding

of fundamental physics has relied on quite esoteric

mathematics, just where the Frontier is located in

Figure 1. Objections along these lines might be “in-

tuitive”, but that is precisely the problem: it con-

flates what seems natural to us humans with some

objective measure of naturalness. The fact that our

most successful fundamental physics continues to be
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so counter -intuitive sheds doubt on this objection.

With all this in mind, reconsider the question

posed at the start of this Section: Why does physics

use such strange and esoteric mathematics? The

key words here are “strange” and “esoteric”. Those

are subjective delineations, not objective ones. If we

suppose that mathematics has brushed those subjec-

tive categories aside and mapped out some reason-

able objective distribution of self-consistent caves,

then the fact that all these caves are finding uses

in the physical sciences is simply an indication that

our physical intuition is generally and profoundly

mistaken. What we might have taken as a useful

clustering of hypotheses on the “intuitive” side of

Figure 1, has turned out not to be useful after all.

Furthermore, there is not just one type of physi-

cal problem looking for one type of mathematics to

explain it. Physics describes a vast array of phe-

nomena at different scales, under many different ap-

proximations. Given this large number of very dif-

ferent problems, it’s no surprise that a lot of mathe-

matics gets used. To take one very simple example,

states in classical statistical mechanics are not three-

dimensional like the space of our universe, but in-

stead naturally live in a 3N-dimensional “configura-

tion space”. (N is the number of particles.) The fact

that the mathematics of such configuration spaces is

useful is not an indication of how many dimensions

we “really” live in, but simply a reflection of what

kind of math is most useful to us when we don’t

know the microscopic details of a complicated sys-

tem. In general, we come at problems from so many

different perspectives that it’s easy to see why we

might use many different mathematical fields in our

physical theories.

This argument is remarkably robust. Perhaps our

intuition should be given more credit, and there

should be more self-consistent axioms found on the

left of Figure 1. (Say, a steeper orange line.) Or

perhaps mathematicians are more blinded by intu-

itions than one might think, and there’s a vast array

of unexplored consistent math on the right of Figure

1. But the above argument only requires that our

physical hypotheses are more biased towards incor-

rect intuitions than are mathematical axioms (and

also that our intuitions are at least somewhat mis-

leading).

If this argument goes through, the mystery here is

not a deep mystery about the universe, but a human

one: why are our physical intuitions so wrong at the

deepest level? The fact that at least some of our

intuitions are wrong has been well-established for

the last century; if we take it as a given, then the

original mystery seems to be essentially solved.

IV. FUZZY IDEAS: AN EXPLICIT
EXAMPLE

The argument presented in the previous section

posits that physics ends up using “strange” mathe-

matics because our innate intuitions about the phys-

ical world are so wrong, at the deepest level. As our

incorrect physical theories get ruled out, we’re forced

into the self-consistent (but non-intuitive) domain of

higher-level abstract mathematics. This domain also

took longer for mathematicians to develop, but they

generally got there faster than the physicists.

If this argument is correct, the pressure towards

“innately intuitive” ideas should be evident, even to-

day. After all, if physicists explored all ideas equally,

intuitive or not, the current border of idea space in-

dicated in Figure 1 would flatten out. The promising

frontier would no longer lie in the domain of abstract

mathematics, and physicists would be just as likely

as mathematicians to stumble upon some new self-

consistent framework.

Section II also noted that the use of mathematics

in physical theories is not a surprise coincidence, so

long as there exists an idea space that does not have

a solid mathematical representation. Once these in-

consistent “fuzzy ideas” are eliminated, the remain-

ing “scientific ideas” use the language of mathemat-

ics to make consistent and objective predictions.

A reasonable objection to the above arguments is

to deny that the space of “fuzzy ideas” even exists,

or that the ideas in that space are ever seriously

pursued by any physicist. If such ideas did not exist,

there would be no winnowing process to explain the

convergence of physics and math.

The previous sections would therefore be bolstered
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by an explicit discussion of a class of ideas which

1) seem very intuitive, 2) continue to be seriously

considered by physicists, and 3) do not map onto

any consistent mathematical framework. It is this

sort of idea, which, after being winnowed out on

the grounds of mathematical failure, explains the

physics-math convergence. Furthermore, the appeal

of such ideas on the intuitive-side of Figure 1 helps

to explain why there continues to be a “promising

frontier” on the non-intuitive side. So with that in

mind, let us turn to the inexorable flow of time.

A. The Intuitive Flow of Time

Whether or not ‘time flies’, it’s certainly intu-

itively obvious that it ‘flows’. Right now, the future

“lies ahead”; once it has “passed” it will be “be-

hind us”. This relative temporal “motion” is surely

some sort of “flow”. Without those quotation marks

it would be easy to read such statements without

noticing that they naturally treat time as a spatial

dimension. This natural metaphor appears in every

language, although in China the future tends to be

“down” and there is an Andean language in which

the future is behind us. [3]

Whatever the relative orientation, it certainly

seems reasonable that if a particular event (at one

particular clock time) is moving around in some ana-

log to space, then it must be experiencing some ana-

log to flow. Sure, there’s a nagging concern that

perhaps such a sentiment is unfairly conflating our

subjective perception of time with time itself, but

let’s ignore that issue for the moment, or at least

imagine that our perceptions are telling us some-

thing about time that is objectively true.

A ubiquitous analogy is that time is like a river.

The future is downstream, and the water of time

is always flowing in that direction. After all, we

say that “the time will come” and that “deadlines

are approaching”. Or wait... Maybe the water is

flowing in the other direction: “The future is upon

us”, and “the past is receding”. Or maybe it’s us

that’s moving relative to time; “we’re coming up on

the deadline” and then “we passed the deadline”.

These incompatible metaphors [3] are another po-

tential cause for concern, but we can still generally

agree that something is flowing, that there is some

literal sense in which time “passes”.

But if you try to look for this perfectly-obvious

flow of time in our standard descriptions of physical

phenomena, you won’t find it. The trajectory of

a baseball can be parameterized as x(t), but this

is just a static curve telling us the location (x) at

any time (t). Draw this curve on a graph, and the

line just sits there on the page, not going in either

direction. Describe the electric field of the universe

in (3+1D) spacetime, ~E(x, y, z, t), and you’ll get a

4-dimensional function that also doesn’t “flow” in

either direction.

Of course, you can use such a function to make a

movie of ~E(x, y, z), and play it forward, and it may

show electromagnetic waves going in one direction.

But you can also play it backward, and you’ll see

them going in the other direction. Physics doesn’t

tell us which way to play the movie (and indeed,

does not even change the equations when run back-

ward). Given a complete description of the classical

universe, the direction that we play the movie is still

something we have to put in by hand.

Depending on exactly how one interprets quan-

tum theory, one might come to a slightly different

conclusion as to whether there is a “flow” of time

hiding in that particular formulation. (Although

the following analysis applies to quantum theory as

well.3) Regardless, we experience the flow of time on

a macroscopic level, and at the level that describes

observable large-scale phenomena, any flow is absent

from the relevant descriptions.

To some (here, unnamed) physicists and philoso-

phers, this failure of physics to describe the flow of

time has been viewed as a serious shortcoming. Yet,

despite various efforts to fix this situation, there is

still essentially no physical theory that matches our

intuitions when it comes to the passage of time. The

reason comes down to mathematics.

3 Furthermore, the phenomena described by quantum theory
are far more obviously time-symmetric than everyday phe-
nomena, making this an odd place to suddenly give time a
directional flow.
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B. The Two-Time Trap

The mathematical template for ordinary “flow” or

motion is clear enough. Consider again the baseball

trajectory represented as x(t). If x increases with

increasing t, then we say the ball is moving in the

positive-x direction. Even in a continuous medium,

one can represent the flow of a wave in terms of

the displacement D of that medium over space and

time; D(x, t). For a wave structure that maintains

its shape as it moves with a velocity v in the x-

direction, one is looking for solutions of the special

form D(q), where q = x− vt.

But a straightforward extension of this “flow

through space” mathematics to the concept of “flow

through time” requires that one turns space into

time. And a naive replacement of x → t hits a

serious, immediate problem. The baseball analogy

would lead one to the non-function t(t), and the wave

analogy begs the question of how “fast” time flows.

The only plausible answer to this question is a “ve-

locity” of one second per second, at which point q

simply turns into zero.

The problem here is that “time” is already built

into ordinary flow, and extending the concept to

time itself immediately runs into dangerous and cir-

cular logic. This same problem was evident in the

above river example; if time is simply the physical

distance along the river, what could it even mean

to say that the river is “moving”? Clearly, the river

analogy requires that one keeps some semblance of

“ordinary time” still mentally running in the back-

ground, even as one maps some other semblance of

time to a spatial parameter. This example, and

many like it, suffer from having two completely sep-

arate notions of time, considered together in some

confusing mishmash – perhaps explaining our ten-

dency to use incompatible metaphors.

Attempting to carefully map our intuitions onto

a mathematical framework therefore requires us to

separate these different notions of time, perhaps

looking for something like t(T), where t is one kind

of time, and T is another. This is a plausible path

to pursue, but it requires a fateful choice. Either:

(A) Both t and T map to ordinary clock time.

(B) Only t is ordinary time; T is not.

(C) Only T is ordinary time; t is not.

(D) Neither t nor T are ordinary time.

But option (A) immediately runs into the same

problems that we saw for x → t. If both of these

quantities can be mapped to clock time, then t and

T are (to within some known transformation), the

very same thing. Such maps would force the use of

some particular function t(T ) by definition, even be-

fore any particular behavior can be described with

it. Therefore this approach can’t describe any new

phenomena, such as a purported flow of time. True

flow is a relative statement; say, a distance chang-

ing with respect to time. Unless t and T are essen-

tially different, measuring one with the other is just

a meaningless tautology.

Option (B) runs into different issues. Perhaps our

entire universe (including t!) is just a computer

simulation, and T is the clock time of the master

computer. But then the flow of (our) time is only

meaningful from the perspective of the computer; it

should mean nothing to us. In fact, comparing our

original intuition of flow from x(t) to some new t(T ),

it would mean that our intuition of the flow of time

is absolutely and completely mistaken. Time doesn’t

flow, it “flerbles”, a concept that is only definable in

terms of some new concept T . Whatever this new

concept, it needs to be incorporated into the rest of

physics in some coherent manner, without drifting

back into option (A). And therefore “flerble” can-

not in any way mean “change”, for change is with

respect to ordinary time, and T is not ordinary time.

Next consider (C), which at least salvages the no-

tion of change. But the entity that’s changing now

doesn’t map to ordinary time. Something is flowing,

perhaps, but not time. And (D) suffers from both

the shortcomings of (B) and (C), without the ad-

vantages of either. Even if ordinary time somehow

emerges at some higher level from t or T , it wouldn’t

be able to emerge from both without ending up back

at option (A).

Especially when it comes to option (B), these con-

clusions can be obscured using linguistic sleight-of-

hand. Instead of “change” or “flow”, someone might

propose that time is instead “becoming”, “actual-
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izing”, or “condensing from potentiality”. Maybe

there are verbally-expressible notions of change-

without-time, or flow-without-change. Or perhaps

everything is best framed in terms of meta-time,

super-time, timeless-time. The idea space of how

to address this issue is literally boundless.

But eventually, if these ideas are going to make it

out of the “fuzzy idea” space of Figure 1 and into the

domain of “scientific ideas”, they must be mapped

onto some particular mathematical framework. It

is this process that lays the linguistic tricks bare;

either there is a coherent mathematical framework,

or there isn’t.

Given the above objections, the only plausible

path forward that might rescue our intuitions would

be if there are indeed two different time dimensions

(t and T ) and we have some access/experience to

both of these independent entities. Then it might be

fair to claim that t and T might be subjectively ex-

perienced as “time” in different ways; t-time might

be T -changing. But this step is essentially a hy-

pothesis that we live in a universe of three spatial

dimensions and two time dimensions (3+2D, not the

usual 3+1D). And this is not a hypothesis with triv-

ial consequences, to say the least. It’s akin to in-

venting an entirely new set of mathematical axioms,

with new caves of consequences to explore, and es-

sentially none of it has yet to be connected with

anything we know about our universe.4 There may

be interesting future physics in this direction, but it

is not some gentle tweak to what we already know.

Since this last remaining path is not generally pur-

sued, we’re left with physics that treats time as a

directionless parameter – a “block universe” mathe-

matical representation. Time is just a dimension; it

does not “go” forward any more than space “goes”

left. Caveats about future mathematical discoveries

aside5, the requirement of internal self-consistency

forces physics into a less-intuitive direction, a frame-

4 There are a few interesting efforts in 3+2D spacetime, but
not many. [4]

5 It seems doubtful that we could develop a self-consistent set
of mathematical axioms in which entities can meaningfully
vary with respect to themselves.

work in which there is simply no objective flow of

time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have lots of ideas, but only some of them can

be mapped onto self-consistent mathematics. And

self-consistency is a prerequisite for experimental

testing; if a model predicts two contradictory obser-

vations, there is nothing to test. Physics and math

therefore share the same essential need for internal

consistency, and this makes mathematics the first

step on the road to a viable physical theory.

The previous section demonstrated an example of

a plausible idea that has not succeeded in making

this first step. There are other examples of “obvi-

ous” ideas with no mathematical implementation,

often revolving around our intuitions of time. Not

only is there no flow of time, but there is no in-

dication of the special instant “now” in our phys-

ical theories, and there seems to be no objective

(agency-free) definition that can distinguish “cause”

from “effect” without simply referring to the order

in which events happen. Just because an idea is in-

tuitive does not mean that it can be properly trans-

lated into a physical model.

Even after selecting for (mathematical) self-

consistency, our intuition plays a role in determin-

ing which ideas we try out first. As we know, only a

smattering of physical models seem to match reality.

If our intuition is guiding us in the wrong direction

(as the above example certainly suggests), this will

slow our exploration of the ideas that will actually

pass experimental muster. The fact that experimen-

tal confirmation has given an (always-provisional)

stamp of approval to many counter-intuitive physi-

cal theories is more evidence that our intuitions have

guided us astray.

Given our mistaken intuitions, then, it should be

no surprise that we’re also mistaken about which

types of mathematics we might expect to be the

most useful for fundamental physics. Our intu-

ition may get a vote, but it’s the universe that has

rigged the election, and is apparently following (self-

consistent) mathematical rules that seem strange
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and esoteric to us humans. Outside of our most fun-

damental physics, different mathematical rules can

be useful in describing new higher-level phenomena

(and there’s no guarantee that our most fundamen-

tal physics is truly fundamental at all).

The last mystery addressed here is why math-

ematical pursuits often discover the outlines of

strange mathematical structures before they have

much hint of an application. Part of the answer

is that we have more misleading physical intuitions

than mathematical instincts. And here the differ-

ences between physics and math are highly relevant:

mathematicians can be fearless explorers without be-

ing viewed as heterodox; physicists tend to wait for

experimental reasons to venture in non-intuitive di-

rections.

So while physics and math do have a striking

degree of overlap, this is hardly some cosmic co-

incidence. The necessity for consistency in physi-

cal models, along with some mistaken human intu-

itions, can mostly explain the largest questions. It

remains to be seen where physics goes next, but it

seems likely that our models will find uses for even

more unusual mathematical structures. The future

of physics may lie in a counter-intuitive direction,

but at least we know it will be framed in the lan-

guage of mathematics.
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